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Let us detail the location of the main gear.

1. Zadok. Located so that its upper ring was no further than your knee. Such an arrangement of
cages allow you to shoot a fish on it, and then your unintentional movement does not lead to loss of
fish (it will still be in SADC). Before fishing pond should be placed in a stone or something heavy,
keep your fish tank stood in the straightened state. Do not put a fish tank stones with sharp edges, it
can lead to chafing of the grid. It is best suited for this purpose a plastic bottle filled with sand.

2. Chair

3. Podsachek. Should be positioned so that you can reach it without getting up from chair. Mounted
on a rack.

4. A bucket of bait. Fits right in fishing rods long, or left, if fishing is a short (5 m) rods.

5. A box with a snap, leashes and other gear.

6. Stand with a nozzle. Located under the left arm.

7. Stands for short rods.

8. Short rods (up to 5 m)

9. Stand for long rods.

10. Long fishing rods.

11. Rack podsacheka.

This arrangement makes it possible to gear comfortably on the beach and not get up from the chair
or platform in the process of catching. If you use a plug-rod, then stand for a set back on the right,
just to the left stand for long rods. Stand for the short rod is used as distance from the fishing rod
casting. Once you've come to the pond, take the time to start fishing. The following itemized your
actions in stages. Set the chair and desk for rods. Fit rod. To do so, the rod vertically, push the tip of
the clip and snap. After that, pull the other knee, while unwinding the rig. Attach the shepherd boy to
snap gum on the butt rod. Put a rod rigged on a rack. Perform the same steps with the other rods.
Begin to measure the depth of the longest rod.

1. If the depth of the fishing grounds known to you, then install it and make some test postings (off
leash). Adjust the depth so that the float pritaplivalsya within one posting 1-3 times (float
pritaplivaetsya if shepherd boy strike sharply at the bottom). After that, turn down the depth of the
length of the leash.

2. If you place the depth is unknown, the depth gauge to fasten the loop to snap and make a throw.
Begin the test casting, setting too great depth, and gradually decrease. When the float will
disappear under water, remove the depth gauge.

3. If the flow in the reservoir is too strong, then measure the depth should be done without the aid of
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depth gauge.

4. When fishing of bream, perch, white bream, and other bottom fish shepherd boy must strike
sharply at the bottom of 1-2 times within a single wire, but when fishing for roach and ide strike
sharply on the bottom should be just a hook. With experience, you'll know when the bottom strike
sharply shepherd boy, and when hooked. This sports gear allows it.

Clip the leash to snap rods, on which you measured the depth. If you have a few rods, then
promerte depth on all the rods, put them on the rack, aligning the butt end. Identify the most
promising bait. To do this, mentally draw a picture as presented below and select the rod, which is
in the end stall, ie at the point marked with an asterisk.

1. Shallow coastal area: fishing bleak or other fish during the spawning season.

2. The first stall: Medium-sized bottom fish, roach, ide, perch.

3. "The Table": medium-sized bottom fish, roach, ide, perch.

4. Second stall: big fish (bream, ide).

5. The second "table": Stall: big fish (bream, ide) for rivers - the largest roach, whitefish, chub.

6. Hopeless place.

Set to dough bait.

Blind by a few balls of groundbait size of a tennis ball and, having thrown a fishing rod, put the balls
on the 0.5 meter to float above the river. Depending on the flow rate needed to throw the balls from
0 to 2 feet above the highest point of casting the float. With strong currents the bait should be
placed at 1-2 m above the float. In the absence of flow or low flow at the balls are put in the place
where the float is completely unloaded, ie, where the tip reaches the bottom. Ball number 3 is used
to attract fish from a depth and placed on the meter - two on the float. Now, when the fish
prikormlena, you can eat. Set the cage, rack mounts and, if necessary, install podsachek. And now -
fish beware! We start fishing!

If you are interested in not only large but also small fish, the starting point is the short rod (if you're
feeding them). While Krupnyakov not come on a long stick, you can catch the local detail. It is not
excluded that among these little things will be quite a decent okushek podyazkov or more. Every 15-
20 minutes, take in hand a long rod and check that has not approached a big fish.

Do not forget to finish feeding the long rod every 20-30 minutes, 2-3 in the world. If the fish came up
very large (kg and above), it should be fed less often (every hour), especially if the depth is not
great. For small fish toss the bait should be carried out with sufficiently high frequency, about once
every 1 to 2 minutes. If the chance of catching Krupnyakov is large enough, toss in a range of
complementary foods should be increased to a toss of 15-30 minutes. For supplemental foods using
feeding small balls the size of a walnut or slightly more.
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